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A Six Flags Accident is a serious accident that happens due to the negligence of the park operator. The injuries may
take place on roller coasters, rides, during a show or simply while walking on a steep stairs or walkways. If you are
looking for an experienced six flags accident lawyer, call 800-208-3538 now for a free case review.

Causes Of Six Flags Accidents In Amusement Parks

Roller coaster and ride accidents are the most common types of accidents in amusement parks. These accidents
are usually very severe and sometimes cause death at Six Flags. The accidents occur when a ride or a roller
coaster malfunctions due to poor maintenance, lack of proper testing, or correct operations of the machines.
Additionally, injuries occur because the manufacturer failed to consider the safety of a roller coaster or a ride.

Other types of hazards within the park can cause trip, slip and fall injuries. Falling and slipping accidents occur
because a stairway or walkway is unsafe because employees failed to wipe out spills on the restaurant floors. They
may also occur because the boarding area for a roller coaster or ride is hazardous.

Type of Six Flag Accident Injuries

Six flags injuries that occur due to an accident at an amusement park include:

Broken bones

Twisted ankle, lacerations, scrapes, cuts or severe bruises

Head Injury

Sprains and strains

Back Injury
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Amputated limbs and fingers

Joint Injuries including ankle, knee, or wrist

Death in Six Flags

How Common Are Six Flag Accidents?

It is not easy to predict with precision whether any of the roller coasters and rides in California are safe. Park
operators always claim that they carry out constant improvements to their facilities to ensure that the users are safe.
However, frequent severe accidents in the parks point to a different story. According to a survey by the National
Safety Council, on average 350 injuries occur annually in Southern California Amusement parks.

What Should You do If You Are Involved In Six Flag Accidents?

If you are a victim of an accident at Six Flags, you must take some steps to ensure that you recover from the
physical, emotional, and monetary damage that you suffer. This involves consulting with your insurance provider,
paying for the medical bill, and coping with the pain and suffering.

As a victim, you need to concentrate on getting the necessary treatment. Our Six Flags Accident Lawyers in
California can assist you to find the best doctor even without medical insurance. Our best attorneys will also help you
to pursue monetary compensation for your injuries.

If you are involved in an accident in Six Flags, our best legal professionals are always available to assist. We do not
charge for our attorney services unless we win or successfully settle your case.

California Six Flag Accidents Laws

When you get injuries in an amusement park, mostly it is due to negligence by the people responsible for the
park.  Neglect occurs when a park and its employees fail to take an action that could assure your safety. By failing to
ensure your safety, the court could hold the park owners financially liable for your injury.

Negligence in an amusement park may include:

failure by an operator to fasten you on a roller coaster leading to back injuries

a driver of a tram or bus hits you due to lack of attention

failure to inspect and maintain rides and roller coasters may cause breakdowns and injuries.

What Type of Compensation is Available?

If you get an injury at an amusement park due to the park operator’s negligence, then California law allows the
wounded person to seek compensation. The compensation may include the following:

Medical treatment– includes hospital bills and other expenses

Consultation– includes the doctor’s fee for an in or outpatient

Pain and Suffering– includes monetary compensation for the mental and physical anguish due to the
accident.

Lost wages and future earnings– you may be entitled to financial compensation if by any chance you are
unable to undertake your daily activity as well as the projected future earnings from the business.

Punitive damages– a person may be liable to fines and other monetary compensation due to negligence
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An Experienced Six Flags Accident Lawyer Can Help You Get Maximum
Compensation for Your Injuries   

Insurance companies go to great lengths to protect their bottom line. Thus, you need a competent lawyer or attorney
on your side to negotiate and ensure that you get the maximum compensation for your Six Flag Accident injury.

We are a Six Flag Accident Law firm that operates in California. Our firm handles such cases
as slip and fall, broken bones, head injury, back injury, and other claims that arise due to an
entity or a person’s negligence.

We give you enough time and explain to ensure that you understand the legal process fully.  The lawyer we appoint
to your case will make sure that the person responsible for your accident compensates you for all the costs you have
incurred due to the injury caused by their negligence.
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